Computer science professor named IEEE Fellow

Mike Haines, Ph.D., has been named an IEEE fellow, one of 714. Haines received this honor for his contributions to machine-learning-based decision-making for the production of machine vision with federated agents and industry. He has more than 70 refereed articles, three granted U.S. patents, and five patents pending. Prior to joining the faculty of the VCU Department of Computer Science in 2013, Haines was an Assistant Professor at the University of California, Merced. As a member of the Academy of Inventors, he is a fellow of the Commonwealth Fund, and he is an executive in AI and cybersecurity.

FROM THE CHAIR

VCC’s Department of Computer Science continues to lead research and education.

With substantial funding from federal agencies and industry, our faculty are publishing in top journals and conferences. Last year, we received a National Center of Academic Excellence in Cyber Defense.

Our own dramatic increase in student enrollment, even during the pandemic. These graduates have a particularly strong among minority and underserved minority students.

Our data science, cybersecurity, and software engineering specializations prepare our science majors to add value immediately upon graduation. In addition, we offer a graduate degree in cybersecurity and software engineering to all VCU students, especially those with no computational background. Together, these programs help us deliver a strong foundation for the new century.

GROWTH

NOW OPEN:
The Engineering Research Building

VCU Engineering had a different idea of great open space. It’s the Engineering Research Building. The perfect place for students and professionals to work together. The open space is designed to accommodate architects, builders, and the general public. The building will feature digital collaboration tools to enhance learning and research.

The building will be open to the public and will feature a variety of research laboratories.
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